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It is calculated that spin-orbit coupling induces a predominant orbital magnetic moment
to the spin moment (1.0pz) in the spin-polarized energy bands of
UN. The shape of the magnetic form factor, pressure dependence of the moment, and
presence of large magnetic anisotropy then become compatible with itinerant-electron

(-1.5p&) antiparallel

theory.
PACS numbers:

75.10.I p, 75.50.Ee

The first actinide metal. with an ordered groundstate moment is curium, and the el.cmental. actinide metals provide no examples of itinerantelectron magnetism, ordering and f-electron
localization occurring almost simultaneousl y in
the middl. e of the series. ' The cohesive and magnetic properties of compounds of the light a, ctinides remain puzz1. ing. ' The dependence of their
lattice parameters upon occupation number is
quite different from that of the corresponding
rare-earth compounds, and suggests that the
electrons participate in the chemical bond. ' Most
studies of the ma, gnetism of these compounds
treat the electrons as localized or moderately
delocalized. 4 There is, however, a relationship
between the existence of an ordered moment and
the magnitude of the lattice parameter' which
suggests that the f electrons are itinerant in
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TABLE

I.

those compounds
—
in partieu1, ar,

with small lattice parameters
UC a.nd UN.

We have therefore made linear-muffin-tinorbital. (LMTO) energy band -calculations in the
atomic-sphere approximation' (ASA) for UC and
UN, with self-consistent charge densities constructed in the local. -spin-density approximation"
(LSDA), and use of the modified Pauli equation'
from which spin-orbit splitting is omitted. The
lattice parameters and bulk moduli were evaluated from the calculated zero-temperature equations of state' (Table I). The calculated partial
f-electronic pressure at the equibbrium lattice
parameter is about —40 GPa in either compound
comparable to the pressure in uranium metal. '
but containing about equal contributions from
metallic f-f bonding and hybridization (hopping)
between uranium
and anion p states.
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Measured and calculated properties

of UC and UN.
UN

Measured lattice parameter (A)
Calculated lattice parameter (A)
Measured bulk modulus (GPa)
Calculated bulk modulus (GPa)
Stoner product IX
Measured moment' p, &
Calculated ferromagnetic spin moment (p&)
Calculated antiferromagnetic spin moment (p B)
Calculated ferromagnetic total moment (p&)
dlnm ~/dlnV, experitnentb
dlnm ~/dlnV, theoryferro, magnetic
d»m ~/dlnV, theory, antiferromagnetic
&»m~/din+, theory, ferromagnetic total
Calculated g factor

'Ref. 10.
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4.95
4.86

4.89
4.82

159
168

214

0.52

193

1.8
0.75
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is paramagnetic and UN is a type-I antiferromagnet with a sublattice moment of 0.75pB.
In our self-consistent spin-polarized band calculations a ferromagnetic ground-state moment
fail. s to develop in UC, whereas both ferromag-

1.0

"

UC

netic and antiferromagnetic moments develop
in UN (Table I). Although the energy-band structures of UN in the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ground states are quite different, the
radial distributions of spin density are almost
identical.
closely resembl. ing the corresponding
partial
charge density. The calculated moment
is about 3(P/o larger than the measured moment,
but both are much less than a saturated moment
of more than 2. 5JL(B that would have been obtained
if only spin-up
states were populated. It would
therefore be tempting to attribute the discrepancy
to inaccuracies in I SDA or the energy-band calculations, especia, lly since the present results
describe other ground-state properties very well
and are consistent with the photoemission experiments of Reihl et a/.
However, the apparent
agreement between theory and experiment turns
out to be dangerously deceptive.
Convincing experimental evidence that UN is
antiferromagnet has been
an itinerant-electron
collected by Fournier et al. , who found that the
magnitude of the sublattice moment and the weel
temperature have the same pressure dependence.
Although our calculated moment decreases far
more rapidly under pressure for an antiferromagnetic than for a ferromagnetic ground state,
the decrease is less rapid than is measured"
by a factor of 4-5 (Table I). In contrast to the
discrepancy in the magnitude of the moment, the
anomal. y is too large to be attributed merely to
a lack of accuracy.
The second discrepancy occurs when the magnetic form factor is studied. In the dipole apthe normal. ized form factor of the
proximation,
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We have verified, by comparing with calculated
free-atom form factors, that the difference made
by the formation of bonding charge is even sma, lier. However, the measured magnetic form
factor" is the dashed line labeled "total. moment"
in Fig. 1. The discrepancy between theory and
experiment is so l.arge here that it must be
caused by an error in principle.
We have found that the origin of these discrepancies is the combination of large spin-orbit
splitting (= 0.7 eV for U) and sma, ll bandwidths
(= 2.5 eV) in UN and possibly several other anti-

f

nide compounds, which produces a. phenomenon
unique to 5f magnetism. When the spin-orbit
coupling Hamiltonian, )l ~ s, is added to the Hamiltonian matrud' of the spin polarized ba-nd-structure problem an orbital-moment density is inThe spherical average of the total moduced.
ment density in the ASA sphere of type t (in the
present case t is U or N) is the sum of spin and

"

orbita,

spin density is given by

spherical. Bessel functions

I

0.2

FIG. 1. Form factors of the spin densities of the
actinide nitrides, The experimental magnetic form
factor is virtually identical to the calculated magnetic
form factor of UN with an orbital moment (dashed line).
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and spin moment m,
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in terms of the scattering vector Q = (sin0)/X,
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l.

contributions:

m, *(r) = pBII I, '(r)+ 2s, '(r)].

(2)
density is cal. cu-

The orbital angular momentum
ted j.n praetj. ce from

l.a,

spin density s

over atomic spheres. The calculated form factors of the spin densities of the actinide-nitride
series" are shown in Fig. 1. The calculated
form factors for the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ground states of UN are essentially
identical. The spread of the form fa, ctors between
UN and AmN represents the extent to which the
form factor is changed by a, ctinide contraction.

x

q'„, (Z, r)dZ.

(3)

Here l and m are the orbital and azimuthal quantum numbers, s is the spin index, and
and
y„are the corresponding state densities and
atomic-sphere wave functions, ' respectively.
The total moment, m = m, '+ ~,
is obtained
in ASA by integrating the moment density, (2),

N„,

'

',
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over the t th atomic sphere and summing over
spheres. It is straightforward in principle, but
complicated in practice, to cal. culate the orbital
moment ab initio from (3). We have done so
for the ferromagnetic ground state of UN, '"
assuming that the difference between the spin-up
and spin-down potentials is a function of the spin,
but not orbital-moment,
density
i.e. , that LSDA
remains unchanged in the presence of an orbita, l.
moment. The ca, lculations were iterated to selfconsistency with spin-orbit coupling in the LMTO
Hamiltonian matrix.
At a lattice parameter of 5.03 A we calculate
a total moment of —0.73@» consisting of a spin
component of 1.ltLB and a predominant orbital.
component of —1 83pB. The conduction (non-f )
electron pol. arization is onl. y 0.03p., in UN, conand wa, s
ta, ins a negligible orbital contribution,
found to be antiparallel to the total. moment.
At a lattice parameter of 4. 78 A the calculated
total moment is —0.26pB, with an orbital component of —1. 01'~ and a spin component of 0. 75 pB.
Thus the volume dependence of the moment is
principally due to the rapid quenching of the induced orbital component with increasing bandwidth. The total moment, ca, lculated by interpol. ation onto the experimental equilibrium lattice
parameter, is 0.5lJs (Table I). The magnetic
form fa.ctor given by
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FIG. 2. Calculated magnetic form factors of UN for
different values of the total moment as the orbital
component is quenched under pressure. The total
moment should go through zero since the orbital and
spin contributions are antiparallel and, at ambient
pressure, the orbital component is larger.

.

Our calculations demonstrate that
bands in
light a.ctinide compounds fulfill the conditions
for very large (in comparison with other itinerantelectron systems) orbital moments to be stable
in the LSDA ground state. Several important consequences follow immedia, tely. The presence of
an orbital moment has been used as evidence for
local. ized magnetism, 2' since the orbital moment
is almost total. ly quenched in normal itinerant-

culate the energy difference between the (100)
(111)ferromagnetic ground states of UN to
be 7&& 10"ergs/cm'] and other experimental
evidence normally used to identify localized
the presence of large magnetic
magnetism
anisotropy or energy gaps in the magnetic excitation spectra. of f erromagnets
also becomes
a.mbiguous.
Since pressure quenches the orbital component
of the moment more rapidl. y than the spin component, the totaL moment, magnetic form factor,
and magnetic anisotropy should be strongly
pressure dependent. We have plotted the ca, l. culated form factors for UN under pressure in Fig.
2. At ambient pressure the tota, l moment is
0.75p» but passes through zero" as the pressure
is increa. sed. When the total moment is zero the
magnetization density" which scatters the
neutrons at Q & 0 rema, ins finite (although its
integral and scattering at Q=0 vanish). At
higher pressures the total moment is parallel
to the predominant sPin moment and the form
fa, ctor fall. s off very rapidly. Similar pressure
dependence of the moment, magnetic anisotropy,
and magnetic form factor of ferromagnetic actinide compounds should be observable if their
electrons are itinerant.

electron magnets. More careful a,na, l.ysis wil. l.
be required before localized and itinerant 5 f
magnetism can be distinguished.
Moreover, the
energy bands depend strongly upon the direction
of the moment in itinerant 5f systems [we cal-

('&Present address: IBM Thomas J. Watson Hesearch
Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 10598.

(4)

...

replaces (1) where ( ), refers to the radial. integrals in (1) with the appropriate density. The
calculated magnetic form factor of UN, obtained
from (4), is now the dashed line in Fig. 2 and
the second a.noma, ly is resol. ved. It is the dependence of (j,), arising from the shape of the orbital magnetization density,
upon the scattering
vector tha, t is responsible for the unmistakable
ta, il in the form fa, ctor.
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